
Deep Space Mining 
 

Summary 
Deep Space Mining is one of the most important activities in the Imperium.  As the old adage 

goes, ‘If you can’t grow it, you have to mine it.’  Mining the other bodies in a star system saves the home 
worlds from its deteriorating effects.  The resources have to come from somewhere and they might as 
well come from orbital rocks that have no other purpose.  This module discusses the aspects of deep space 
mining as they relate to Traveller. 

Miners scan the ‘rocks’ (asteroids) with the excellent scanners provided by converted Scout ships 
called Seekers.  It takes 1-2 hours on the average to find a deposit worth mining.  A computer signal 
sounds and the prospector/pilot determines if he wants the particular ore, gas, or minerals detected.  He 
can determine the type of material, and its location using a special Mineral Scan computer program (size 
1, Cr1200) to sort out the data.  The computer will indicate the number of veins found and the potential 
quantity, and grade of each one.  One to three veins worth working can be found on each asteroid.  The 
pilot must move the ship into position.  Then he must try to match the movement of the rock.  
Occasionally the ship will hit the asteroid due to unpredictable movement in the asteroid field. 

When the pilot is in position the gunner fires a harpoon into the rock (using a standard missile 
launcher).  This is a beacon which claims the stake, sending out a signal that registers the claim 
electronically at the refinery or nearest ore ship.  Now the men go to work.  Independent belters cannot 
claim more than one rock at a time (per Seeker ship).  When the operation is finished they pull up their 
stake and find another asteroid to work on. 

The gunner (usually the engineer) fires several laser shots at the potential area attempting to cut 
loose a chunk of rock with the ship’s pulse beam laser.  If successful the buggy driver and two men in 
heavy duty vac suits move to inspect the rock.  The men in vac suits (one driller and one rigger) make 
selective cuts as needed with laser drills.  The buggy driver is the foreman and he guides them using a 
laser pointer to show what he wants cut.  The rock is then loaded into a net that is dragged along behind 
the buggy with the men hanging on.  The buggy travels to the ship’s ore bays where the rock is 
transferred into the bay and fastened into place with heavy netting.  The crew gets out a new net from the 
ship’s ore bay or the buggy and then the process is repeated.  Most nets hold about 2 tons of rock. 

Occasionally, miners will find gas pockets, or even more seldom, oil pockets on the larger 
asteroids.  These leaks must be capped.  A gas lock is kept on the back of the buggy for this purpose.  It is 
fastened to the asteroid with spikes and then sealed with a liquid caulking that works in vacuum.  The seal 
is not perfect but it works good enough to get most of the gas or liquid.  The product is released into 
inflatable bags kept in the ship’s hold with the nets and transported to the ship in the inflatable bags.  
After depleting the find the cap is removed, cleaned, and stored for later use.  Many of the minerals that 
miners find are used to make gases or liquids for commercial applications.  The most valuable mineral is 
Lanthanum, which is used in manufacturing starship jump drives. 

Crews normally work in four hour shifts with three hours in deep space and one hour suiting up 
and de-suiting.  After a crew comes in, another crew goes out.  When shifts are over, the pilot can move 
out of the asteroid field.  However, some ships fire anchors into the rock using the missile launcher and 
tether the ship to it.  Then the pilot turns on the gravity drive which pushes against the rock while the 
tethers hold it near.  This works fine on larger asteroids. 

Crews can usually fill a ten-ton bin in 12-24 hours depending on the availability of good rock.  
Most of the delay occurs in looking for good ore veins, or, in the many possible mishaps that can and do 
happen.  The work is very dangerous – anything can happen.  If a vac suit is torn or punctured the 
occupant is usually killed.  Occasionally a nearby worker can slap an emergency patch on the suit and 
save the occupant.  These patches are carried in external pockets.  Some crews carry ‘vac bags’ (rescue 
balls) which are emergency life rafts that sip and inflate over the victim in seconds.  Crewmen with 
damaged suits must be taken immediately back to the ship. 

Once the ore bays are full the ship must travel to an ore ship or the nearest refinery where the ore 
is processed.  Payment for the ore is based on the quantity and quality of it.  Refineries normally keep ore 



ships in the asteroid belts to speed up the process.  The most common ore ship is a 1,000-ton X-Boat 
Tender.  These ships can hold up to 600 tons of ore.  Travel to an ore ship takes several hours.  Unloading 
the ore usually takes 1-3 hours.  The filled nets are lifted out of the ore bays and empty nets are placed in 
the ship’s hold.  The receipts for the ore are transferred to the Prospector’s electronic account.  The 
refinery will issue credits based on verification of the ore’s type, quantity, and quality.  Most refineries do 
not cheat the miners because they need their business, however… 

Every 30 days the Seeker will head for port where the men are paid and the ship is serviced for 
two days.  The ship is refueled and restocked with supplies and food and the engines are serviced.  The 
Prospector loads up another crew of men who have survived Liberty and the process starts all over again.  
The ship heads out back into the asteroid field or ring.  This would normally be a 6-7 hour trip.  
Sometimes there is no refinery or port in the system so the X-Boat tenders must jump out-system and then 
return to reload.  In those cases the miners must refuel at the Tender or a gas giant if there is one.  They 
can also restock food and other supplies at the Tender’s ‘Company Store’ at inflated prices (sometimes 
double).  Many miners, especially those with families nearby, work one month on and one month off.  
Therefore, most Captains have two crews that take turns working, though a few men might work 
continuously. 
 

Mining Operation Maneuvers 
 Piloting Maneuvers – ship and buggy pilots roll 8+ on 2D6 (Piloting skill) for successfully 
closing in next to the asteroid; on results of snake-eyes see chart below; on an unmodified ‘3’ = the Pilot 
must try again (ten minutes lost); ‘4-7’ = try again (five minutes lost). 
 
Buggy Malfunctions   Hull Damage   *Hull Dpecialties 
1 = Hit rock; severe damage.  1 = Wing or glancing hit  1 = Sensor Array 
2 = Hit rock; medium damage.  2 = Hull Specialties*  2 = Aux Sensor Array 
3 = Hit rock; light damage.  3 = Hull Specialties*  3 = Recharging Port 
4 = Lose control; (9+ 10min per try). 4 = Turret   4 = Fueling Port 
5 = Lose 10 minutes regaining control. 5 = Fuel Tank (5 tons fuel lost) 5 = Airlock Door 
6 = Recover, try again.   6 = Landing Gear   6 = Shield Projector 
 
 Prospecting Maneuvers – the Captain must roll 8+ on 2D6 (Prospecting skill) to successfully 
accomplish a Prospecting maneuver.  This can be done by the Captain for searching for a likely asteroid, 
or by the Foreman who uses a laser pointer to guide the gunner.   

Results of snake-eyes by the Captain indicate that he has picked a barren asteroid and two hours 
are lost figuring this out.  Failure, results of 3-7, mean that 30 minutes is used up sorting out confusing 
data; try again in another location.  Upon success a good vein of ore has been found. 
 When the Foreman makes a Prospecting maneuver he is attempting to point to a good location to 
hit with the pulse laser.  Results of snake-eyes mean that the ore vein was hit directly and one ton of good 
ore was lost; failed results of 3-7 indicate lost time of ten minutes per mistake.  Upon success a chunk of 
rock was blown away, exposing the ore vein for exploitation. 
 

Gunnery Maneuvers – gunners must roll 8+ on 2D6 (Gunnery skill) for successfully shooting at 
an asteroid to expose an ore vein or to plant a beacon torpedo into the asteroid to stake the claim.  If firing 
the torpedo: snake-eyes = missed target and harpoon is lost.  Failure (3-7) = missed target and it hit 
another asteroid.  The harpoon must be retrieved (Piloting maneuver, Buggy maneuver, Laser drill 
maneuver – wasting 2 hours).   

If firing the pulse beam laser to expose an ore vein; SE = the laser beam unexpectedly glances off 
the rock.  Roll 2D6 for each separate entity, ship, buggy, and man.  A roll of snake-eyes means that 
particular entity is hit.  Ten minutes are lost in the confusion.  On a result of ‘3-7’ = try again (five 
minutes lost). 

 



Laser Drilling Maneuvers – drillers must roll 8+ on 2D6 (Laser Drill skill) for a successful laser 
hit; SE = see chart below; on an unmodified ‘3’ = the drill or power pack has malfunctioned (odd) or the 
power pack has malfunctioned (even) and either must be repaired at the ship; ‘4-7’ = try again (ten 
minutes lost). 
 
Laser Penalties   Drill Malfunction   Laser Pack Malfunction 
1 = Blast self w 3D; roll location Actuator (mechanical – 9+) Low recharge rate (elect 8+) 
2 = Tear vacc suit   Flash Suppressor (mechanical 7+) Replace battery cell (elect 6+) 
3 = Lose control; need help Power coupling (electronic 8+ Recharge port damaged (elect 9+) 
4 = Lose control; laser lost  Trigger mechanism (mech 7+) Output control damaged (elect 8+) 
5 = Lose 5 minutes  Power cord frayed (mech 6+) power cord cut (elect (7+) 
6 = Recover, try again  Focus conductors (electronic 9+) casing cracked (mech 8+) 
 
 Vacuum Suit Maneuvers – the vac suits used by asteroid miners are good for 40 hours of 
continuous use, but with constant jet maneuvering the time is reduced to eight or twelve.  These are 
standard construction and industrial grade suits.  The suits can travel about 2 feet per second in space.  
They give the wearer a factor 2F/1F armor – 2F on head and torso and 1F on arms and legs.  They cost 
15,000 credits including the PLSS type C oxygen tank and air recycling rack.  Other types of air and 
maneuver systems are not used by miners because they are too restrictive to movement. 
 
Typical Deep Space Mining Vacuum Suit 
Equipment  Weight TL Armor Cost Notes 
SUITS 
Heavy duty soft suit 25kg 7 2F/1F 7,000 temp +180F to -150F; PLSS C; grav mov/dex -2 
PLSS (pack) Type C 14kg 9 --- 8,000 vac move 3”; air recycling; 40 hrs duration 
 

Vacuum Maneuvers – vac suit maneuvers require a successful 2D6 die roll of 8+.  Subtract Vac 
Suit skill from the target number.  Failure means that the character has lost control and must stabilize 
before performing any more actions (five minutes lost).  Stabilization occurs on a Vac Suit skill roll of 
9+; one action per try.  When snake-eyes is rolled an emergency occurs; refer to the chart below for the 
specific problem.  A suit malfunction may occur.  Most of the malfunctions can be fixed in space by a 
helper; therefore most EVAs (extra-vehicular activities) are done in teams of two.   
 
 Vac Suit Emergency (1D6)  Malfunction (1D6)      
 1 = Tear suit (metal or meteorite)* 1 = Air regulator not working (mechanical  9+) 
 2 = Suit malfunction  2 = Oxygen valve not working; 10+1D10 minutes left; (mech 8+) 
 3 = Suit malfunction  3 = Lights broken, change broken bulb or reset fuse (electronics 5+) 
 4 = Suit malfunction  4 = Radio broken; must fix in shop (electronics 9+) 
 5 = Suit malfunction  5 = Heater broken; must fix in shop (electronics7+ & mechanical 7+) 
 6 = Recover; try again  6 = PLSS rack is loose (mechanical 5+) 
 
 Vacuum Suit Emergencies – Vac suits are torn or punctured by damage that exceeds the armor 
rating of the suit.  Any tear will potentially kill the suit’s occupant in one combat round (10 seconds).  On 
a Vac Suit skill roll of 9+ a nearby friend (within 5-10’) can slap an emergence patch on the suit and save 
the occupant.  The victim is helpless at this time due to the velocity of escaping air and someone else 
must do it.  These patches are carried in an exterior pocket of the space suit.  The user pulls a tab and a 
cover comes off revealing a chemical glue that will adhere in seconds to the damaged suit.  These will 
only hold for about 15-20 minutes so the victim must be rescued immediately.  For each minute spent in 
vacuum, roll ‘1’ on 1D6 for the patch to fail.  If it does fail the assistant may attempt another patch; 
failing that, the victim dies immediately. 

Vacuum Suit Maintenance – after each use vac suits must be cleaned and prepped before they can 
be reused.  Standard prep takes thirty minutes per suit without making any repairs.  Severe conditioning 
for suits used in hostile environments will take one hour per suit.  Go through the check list below to prep 
suits.  Roll 8+ for each suit on 2D6 plus Vac Suit skill.  Snake-eyes will indicate that a malfunction has 



occurred.  Roll 1D10 below to see which item has malfunctioned.  Vac Suit skill is sufficient to repair all 
malfunctions on a space suit.  Tears in the fabric will take at least 10 minutes per tear with a special fabric 
heat welder.   
 
Vac Suit Maintenance     Malfunction     
1) Water bottle refill (3+ - 5 minutes)   Water bottle broken – replace 6+ (10 min) 
2) Urine pouch disposal and replace (3+ - 5 minutes)  Urine pouch broken – replace 6+ (10 min) 
3) Air tank refill (8+ - 10 minutes    Air tank threads damaged – rethread 7+ (30 min) 
4) Regulator cleanout & test (8+ - 2 minutes)  Regulator damaged – repair 7+ (15 min) 
5) Radio check (7+ - 1 minute)    Radio damaged – repair 7+ (20 min) 
6) Lights battery recharge (3+ - half hour)   Light bulb burned out – replaced 5+ (5 min) 
7) Heater battery recharge (3+ - 20 minutes)   Battery not recharging – repair 8+ (10 min) 
8) Suit general cleaning (7+ - 5 minutes)   Find tear in suit – repair 8+ (10 min) 
9) Helmet cleaning (7+ - 2 minutes)    Helmet needs new gaskets – replace 7+ (15 min) 
10) Set tanks in rack for stowing (7+ - 5 minutes)  PLSS unit damaged – repair 9+ (30 min) 
Helmet cleaning barf (9+ - 15 minutes   Severe conditioning for tainted atmos (8+ - 30 min) 
(normally takes about 1/2 hour per suit; 1 for tainted atmo) 
 
 Buggy Maneuvers – the mining buggy’s top speed is 10 feet/second.  Buggy maneuvers require 
a die roll of 8+ on 2D6 (Ship’s Boat skill).  If snake-eyes are rolled during maneuvers refer to the chart 
below.  Results of an unmodified ‘3’ indicate light damage on the buggy (1D6 points, roll location in the 
damage column below); results of ‘4-7’ indicate a loss of control for five minutes. 
 
Buggy Malfunctions   Damage  Light   Med  Heavy 
1 = Hit rock; severe damage.  1 = Eng overload  mech 6+  mech 7+  mech 8+ 
2 = Hit rock; medium damage.  2 = Hull   mech 7+  mech 8+  mech 9+ 
3 = Hit rock; light damage.  3 = Engine jets mech 7+  mech 8+  mech 9+ 
4 = Lose control; (9+ 10min per try). 4 = Controls elect 8+  elect 9+  elect 10+ 
5 = Lose 10 minutes regaining control. 5 = Fuel Tank mech 8+  mech 9+  mech 10+ 
6 = Recover, try again.   6 = Lights elect 7+  elect 8+  elect 9+ 
 

Demolition Maneuvers – involve the use of Demolition skill, the ability to set appropriate 
charges of explosives.  It takes 20 minutes to set the charges.  Roll 8+ on 2D6.  On results of ‘snake-eyes’ 
see the table below; on results of 3-7 check wires and try again; 10 minutes lost. 
 
Demolition Malfunctions       
1 = Premature explosion; crewmen within 10’ are killed. 
2 = Plastique is no good; must be replaced; 20 minutes lost. 
3 = Detonators are no good; must be replaced; 10 minutes lost. 
4 = Explosion goes off as planned but blows the ore to smithereens. 
5 = Explosion has no effect (bad angle of blast); start over 30 minutes lost. 
6 = Recover, try again. 
 

Rigging Maneuvers – it takes 15 minutes to rig the ore into a net.  Riggers must roll 8+ on 2D6 
using their Rigging skill.  On die rolls of ‘snake-eyes’ refer to the chart below; on results of 3-7 = try 
again (five minutes lost). 
 
Rigging Malfunctions          
1 = the net gets loose and many chunks of ore must be gathered back in (30 minutes lost). 
2 = this net is worn out and must be replaced (20 minutes lost).  Repairs are 6+ mechanical skill. 
3 = this net or tether is fouled and must be sorted out (15 minutes lost). 
4 = the net has let go from the buggy and must be reconnected (10 minutes lost) 
5 = the rigging appears to be in good shape but one end gets loose (5 minutes lost). 
6 = recover, try again. 
 



Mining Operation Procedures 
Step One – Scanning Rocks 
 It takes 1D6 x .5 hours of ‘trolling’ to find a deposit worth mining.  The Captain uses the ship’s 
scanners and a Prospecting computer program to identify ore deposits.  Make a Prospecting maneuver for 
each half hour spent looking.  If successful, roll 1D3 for the number of different ore veins found on this 
specific asteroid.  Then roll 2D6 on the chart below for the classification of ore; then roll for quantity, and 
then roll for the specific type of ore in each vein. 
 
Ore Classification, Type and Quantity 
Die/Classification Price/Ton Quantity  
2 = Very Rare   Cr15k/ton  1-2 tons 
3 = Rare   Cr10k/ton  1D4 tons 
4 = Semi-rare   Cr5k/ton  1D6 tons 
5 = Common  Cr2k/ton  1D10 tons 
6 = Very Common Cr1k/ton  1D20 tons 
7 = Most Common Cr500/ton 1D30 tons 
8 = Very Common Cr1k/ton  1D20 tons 
9 = Common  Cr2k/ton  1D10 tons 
10 = Semi-rare  Cr5k/ton  1D6 tons 
11 = Rare  Cr10k/ton  1D4 tons 
12 = Most rare  Cr20k/ton  1-2 tons  (Lanthanum Cr50k/ton) 
 
7 – Most Common (D8)  6, 8 – Very Common (D8) 5, 9 – Common (D8) 
1 = Iron    1 = Sulphor   1 = Lithium 
2 = Iron    2 = Potassium   2 = Beryllium 
3 = Tin    3 = Phosphorus   3 = Cinnebar 
4 = Copper   4 = Silicon   4 = Magnesium 
5 = Zinc    5 = Bauxite   5 = Titanium 
6 = Coal    6 = Nickel   6 = Calcium 
7 = Carbon   7 = Cobalt   7 = Rubidium 
8 = Turquiose   8 = Sodium   8 = Strontium chloride 
     
4, 10 – Semi-rare (D12)  3, 11 Rare (D12)  2 – Very Rare (D12) 12 – Most Rare (D12) 
1 = Silver   1 = Thorite  1 = Palladium  1 = Lanthanum (50K/ton) 
2 = Gold    2 = Plutonium  2 = Scandium  2 = tantalum 
3 = Orpiment   3 = Uranium  3 = Yttrium  3 = Pitchblende 
4 = Arsenolite   4 = Platinum  4 = Rhenium  4 = Uranite 
5 = Arsenopyrite   5 = Cerite  5 = Allanite  5 = Neptunium 
6 = Loellingite   6 = Uraninite  6 = Monazite  6 = Plutonium 
7 = Selenium ores  7 = Diamond  7 = Niobium  7 = Americium 
8 = Realgar   8 = Molybdenum  8 = Xenotime  8 = Berkelium 
9 = Chromite   9 = Rhodium  9 = Monazite  9 = Californium 
10 = Manganese   10 = Zirconium  10 = Bastnaesite  10 = Ensteinium 
11 = Tantalum Minerals  11 = Tungsten  11 = Nobelium  11 = Fermium 
12 = Barium   12 = carbonaceous chondrites 12 = Thorianite  12 = Mendelevium 
 
Step Two – Move Ship into Position 
 Make a Piloting Maneuver to get the ship into position.  Upon success the buggy driver will exit 
the ship with two men in vac suits hanging on.  The buggy garage is an air lock that is operated by remote 
control by the buggy driver.  Make 3 Buggy maneuvers to get to the target area.   
 
Step Three – Fire Beacon Torpedo 
 Make a Gunnery maneuver to hit the asteroid with a beacon torpedo.   
 



Step Four – Pulse Beam Laser 
 Once in position the Foreman (the buggy driver) will examine the rock for features that can be 
exploited and will use a laser pointer to show the desired target area.  Make a Prospecting maneuver.  The 
Engineer makes another gunnery maneuver, this time with the pulse beam; snake-eyes = gun malfunction; 
failure = missed, try again, 1D6 hits are required to expose an ore vein. 
 
Step Five – Inspect and Work the Rock 
 After blasting with the pulse beam, the buggy driver will move in closer to inspect the rock 
(buggy maneuver).  The distance they must travel is about 200 feet.  Two men in vac suits (a rigger and a 
driller) hang on to the buggy while it moves to the work site.  Once there they can see the results.  Use the 
appropriate mining maneuvers to complete the appointed task.  Success harvests the tonnage rolled in 
Step One; roll 2D6: 

2 = Oops! The ore vein has been pulverized and cannot be mined.  Find another one. 
3 = The laser beam has destroyed 1 ton of ore (subtract from potential total tonnage); go to 7. 
4 = A sizable chunk of rock has broken free.  The men must catch it with the buggy and a net.  

Make a buggy maneuver to get into place.  An unmodified ‘2’ or ‘3’ indicates that the buggy wasn’t quick 
enough and the rock got away.  A failure means ten minutes was lost and the driver must try again.  After 
three tries the rock has escaped (30 minutes wasted).  Once the buggy is in place the workmen must get a 
net over it; make a rigging maneuver twice for success.  Once the rock is stabilized the men must use 
laser drills to pare down the undesirable portions.  Make laser drill maneuvers 2D6 times to do this.  Now 
the men must place the boulder into the cargo bay with a buggy maneuver and a rigging maneuver. 

5 = The rock around the ore is too hard and explosives must be set by drilling into the asteroid 
and placing the explosives with radio-controlled detonators in the holes.  Drilling takes 1D6 successful 
drilling maneuvers.  Then the detonator is set and the men must get away by hanging onto the buggy 
(buggy maneuver).  Charges are exploded remotely by the buggy driver (demolition maneuver).  Roll 
again on this list for the result.  If a ‘5’ is rolled again consider it a ‘2.’ 

6 = A vein is exposed.  The ore must be cut away gently from the asteroid with the laser drill.  It 
will take 3D6 laser maneuvers to do this with a rigging maneuver for each. 

7 = The rock with the ore vein is still attached to the asteroid but the ship’s gun cannot be used 
again for fear of destroying the ore.  The men must shave the undesirable rock away until it is small 
enough to place in the hold.  2D6 successful laser maneuvers are required to complete the operation. 

8 = A large crack in the ore vein is created which must be exploited.  This is very dangerous.  The 
men will have to cut away slices of good ore with 2D6 laser maneuvers with a rigging maneuver for each.   
A Vac Suit maneuver is required for each laser maneuver in order to get the drill into a new location in 
the confined space. 

9 = The desired area has split into many small rocks which must be collected and gathered into 
the net.  Make 1D6 vac suit maneuvers and a rigging maneuver for each.  Fortunately, most of the 
specimens are good ore and no cutting is needed. 

10 = The pulse laser hits a hidden fissure and the entire asteroid begins to break up, scattering 
ship, buggy, and men in different directions.  All must attempt to regroup rolling the appropriate 
maneuver (Piloting, Ship’s Boat, or Vac Suit).  Thirty minutes are lost.  No ore is recovered, but the crew 
can continue to work the piece which still has the claim beacon in it. 

11 = The pulse beam exposes a huge ore vein (1D6 x normal size) which must be covered up with 
camouflaged netting so that other ships will not see it.  Other miners may try to take over this stake (10+ 
on 2D6 – no DM).  This takes 1 hour with 1D6 laser drill maneuvers to drive in the spikes and a rigging 
skill maneuver to hook up the net to each spike.  Because of the size of the vein the efficiency of the 
operation doubles as the men quickly rake-in the ore – hauling out one net (2 tons) per hour. 

12 = Roll 1D6:  
Odd: a laser blast reveals a hidden cave with “Very Rare” (odd) or “Most Rare” (even) ore in 

addition to the other vein(s) found.  Cover the entrance to the cave as in number ‘11’ above.  Be on guard 
because other miners may try to take over this stake (10+ on 2D6 – no DM).   

Even: an ancient artifact is found in the cave (value to a museum or collector 1D6 x 20k). 



Step Six – Changing Shifts 
 Crews work in four hour shifts with four hours in vacuum and one hour suiting up, de-suiting, 
and performing suit maintenance.  After a crew comes in (ship’s boat maneuver), another crew goes out 
(repeat steps four and five).  The pilot and engineer normally work both shifts (8 hours.).  When shifts are 
over the pilot can move out of the asteroid field (piloting maneuver).  However some ships drill anchors 
into the rock (3 drilling maneuvers) and tether the ship to it (same as firing a beacon above); tying off 
requires 3 rigging maneuvers.  Then the engineer turns on the gravity drive which pushes against the rock 
while the tethers hold it near.  This works fine on larger asteroids. 
 
Step Seven – Recover Beacon 
 When it’s time to ‘pull up stakes,’ the crewmen retrieve the beacon by drilling into the rocks 
around it until it is loose enough to remove (ten minutes).  One successful hit frees it.  Roll 8+ Laser Drill 
skill; Snake-Eyes = the beacon is hit and ruined; failure = try again (ten minutes lost). 
 
Step Eight – Selling the Ore 
 When the cargo bays are full it’s time to travel to the ore tender.  This travel will usually take 
1D6 hours (divide time by G speed).  The return trip takes the same amount of time.  Unloading the ore 
usually takes 1 hour.  The filled nets are lifted out of the bay by a derrick in the ore ship, where they are 
secured.  Then new nets are placed in the cargo bays and crewmen secure them there.  This operation is 
performed by the tender’s crew. 
 
Step Nine – Refueling and Restocking 
 Ships restock supplies at the nearest refinery or spaceport.  This would normally be a 2D6 hour 
trip (less 1 hour per G speed) with a 2 hour minimum.  Sometimes there is no refinery in the system so the 
X-boat tenders must jump outsystem with the ore and return three or more weeks later.  In those cases the 
miners must refuel and restock at the Tender.  This takes 1D6 x .5 hours to complete; or they may refuel 
at a gas giant 2D6 hours away (less 1 hour per G speed) with a two hour minimum).  The prices listed 
below are set by the Mining Guild.  Because of the Guild’s purchasing power they are less than standard 
prices. 
 
Restocking Prices 
Item    Price   Notes 
Food (good quality)  Cr180/month/man Cr1600/8 men/month 
Medical supplies   Cr40   first aid kit restocking 
Nets    Cr50/ea    
Dynamite   Cr200/usage   
Laser drills   Cr2300/ea   
Laser drill packs   Cr1200/ea   
Vac Suits (heavy duty)  Cr6000    
Standard visor helmet  Cr100   provides radiation protection 
Faceplate type helmet  Cr300   worn with cloth commo cap 
Cloth commo cap   Cr40   has two microphones and speakers 
PLSS pack frame C  Cr7000   holds two air bottles & a regulator 
Oxygen tanks   Cr200/ea   
Vac Suits (medium duty)  Cr4000   for general use 
PLSS pack frame B  Cr4000   for medium suit 
Beacon torpedoes   Cr5000    
Tether spikes & lines  Cr100   hand install type 
Sand canisters   Cr400    
Deck of cards   Cr1   price Cr50 for a marked deck 
Holomovie disks   Cr5    
Space buggy   Cr600,000  divide price by half for every ten years of age 
 



Step Ten – Payroll 
 Many miners (especially those with families nearby) work one month on and one month off.  
Most captains have two crews that take turns working, though a few men work continuously.  The 
captains themselves work continuously taking turns with other captains for periodic vacations.  Crews 
normally have eight men: a Captain, an Engineer/Gunner, two Foremen (buggy drivers), two Drillers, and 
two Riggers.  Miners receive a base pay plus extras plus shares in the profits. 
 
Payroll   # of Appren Mech Journey Extra Shares Skills 
Pilot/Captain  1 -- -- -- -- 50 Pilot, Prospecting, Computer 
Engineer/Gunner  1 1000 2000 3000 -- 6/8/10 Engineering, Gunnery 
Foreman/Driver  2 1000 1500 2000 -- 4/6/8 Ship’s Boat, Mechanical 
Driller   2 800 1200 1500 -- 2/4/6 Vac Suit, Laser Drill 
Rigger   2 600 1000 1200 -- 2/4/6 Vac Suit, Rigging 
Demolition skill  -- -- -- -- 1000 -- Demolition-1 (min) 
Medical skill  -- -- -- -- 500 -- Medical-1 (min) 
Mechanical skill  -- -- -- -- 250 -- Mechanical-1 (min) 
Electronics skill  -- -- -- -- 300 -- Electronic-1 (min) 
 

Belter Life 
Miner (Belter) Characters 

To generate a miner character (Belter) use Supplement 4, Citizens of the Imperium but substitute 
some skills on the Service Skills Table: #3 change Prospecting to Laser Drill, #4 change Forward 
Observer to Rigging, and #5 change Prospecting to Demolition.  On the first Advanced Education Table 
change #6 Instruction to Gunnery.  According to the Mining Guild Belters do have ranks which are 
achieved on a roll of 7+: Apprentice, Mechanic, Journeyman, Foreman, and Captain.  Miners are paid 
once a month.  Days of missed work are subtracted form their paychecks; payroll/30=one day’s pay.  
Listings for applicants can be found on Guild computer files (use pregenerated Supplement 4 characters, 
substituting skills as needed. 
 
Shipboard Recreation 
 Men may play poker and other card games (Gambling skill).  Since a man can lose a fortune in a 
short time, Guild rules dictate a maximum of Cr1 bets and raises.  Men ma also watch holo-movies or 
play video games on a large pull-down screen, listen to music, and converse (lie about their 
accomplishments).  Some men take correspondence courses, especially in technical skills.  These courses 
usually require two hours a day for three to six months to attain a skill.  Other develop artistic talents.  
Very few miners work out physically.  It is considered to be an activity for men who don’t actually work 
for a living – and there is little space for it anyway.  However some men may work out (Strength skill). 

Poker – each player rolls two dice plus Gambling skill per round.  Total bets can be 1 credit ante 
with one credit raises.  Highest die roll wins.  Boxcars = possible increase in Gambling skill.  SE = 
suspected of cheating and kicked out of the game (usually a fight starts: 2D6 7+). 
 Correspondence Courses – characters can take correspondence courses in many different subjects 
but most miners prefer a course in a technical skill (Computer, Communications, Electronics, Mechanical, 
Gunnery, Vacuum Suit, Prospecting, or Medical).  See the rules in Supplement 1 for learning new skills.  
Boxcars equals a potential +1 Intelligence (odd) or Education (even) points. 

Working out – characters can work out physically but a die roll of SE means that the character 
pulled a muscle with 1(odd) or 2 (even) points damage, roll location.  With 2 points of damage a character 
cannot work and must get medical treatment and rest.  Boxcars equals an increase in Strength points.  
Other sports, not available on a Seeker ship (such as tennis, ping pong, or racquetball) may increase 
Dexterity. 

 
The Mining Guild 
 Most miners join the Guild.  It regulates pay and working conditions and helps miners with job 
contacts.  It also helps ship captains with refinery and ore ship contracts, and cheaper prices for supplies 



and equipment.  The Guild sells all mining equipment necessary (see price list), including refined fuel at 
Cr400/ton.  Membership costs Cr20/month for individuals and Cr100/month for ship captains.   
 The Guild also sponsors recreational hotels (15% off), restaurants, medical facilities, shopping 
centers, schools, adult education programs (50% off).  The Guild is subsidized by the large mineral 
corporations in an effort to keep miners happy rather than ‘space happy.’  The corporations do not 
necessarily like the Guild, but most of they realize they get much better production out of satisfied 
workers – and that is the bottom line.  Some corporations are fiercely opposed to the Guild and try to 
obstruct their operations by luring miner with higher pay but with longer hours, less support, and less 
safety concerns. 

The Guild also regulates training guidelines for miners and accreditation for advancement 
through pay grades.  To receive licensing the applicant must enroll at a Guild office by rolling 5+ on 2D6 
(no DMs), pay 100cr and then pass an exam: Apprentice 5+ (Vac Suit skill), Mechanic 7+ (Rigging skill), 
Journeyman 9+ (Laser Drill skill), Foreman 11+ (Ship’s Boat skill), and Master 13+ (Prospecting skill).  
Application takes 1 hour and testing takes 3 hours. 

The Guild also sponsors training schools with one month, three month, and six month training 
classes.  See the rules in Supplement 1 for learning new skills.   
 
Space Happy 

This job is very difficult.  Hours are long.  Diversions are few and the company is soon boring.  
The time spent alone in a space suit of buggy is very difficult for most people and the men often get mind 
bouts of “Space Happy.”  Reactions differ (spacing out, unreasonable anger, banging fists on the wall, 
incoherent speech, obsessive behavior, etc).  Fights often break out and other crewmen will not even take 
notice unless weapons are drawn.  Fighting is considered to be a form of recreation hat helps to ease the 
tensions and is the main reason a medic is needed on board.  However, the stress on an individual can 
eventually become severe.  Crewmen that roll snake-eyes three times in one day are candidates for the 
Happy Farm.  Roll 6+ on 1D6 (+1 Dm for each month worked in a row; ship owner -2).  Subtract two 
from the hit number (4+) if the characters are working with a non-Guild contract.  The most common 
symptom of “happiness” is the “2,000 meter stare.”  The victim becomes more or less unresponsive or 
deeply depressed and must go into a rest home.  A common farewell among miners is, “See you at the 
Happy Farm.”  As a result many mining companies, including the Guild, have the rule that no miners 
(except captains) may work more than two months in a row. 
 

Space Happiness *requires psychiatric treatment. 
Symptoms (1D6)    Abhorrent behavior 
1 = complete insanity*   1 = talking to self 
2 = going postal*    2 = giggling incessantly 
3 = abhorrent behavior*   3 = openly hostile but not violent 
4 = obsessive behavior   4 = gambling addiction 
5 = 2,000 meter stare   5 = drug addiction 
6 = 2,000 meter stare   6 = alcohol addiction 

 
Remedies 

Two thousand meter stare – 1D6 months in a rest home; cost Cr500.month; free to Guild 
members. 

Obsessive behavior – 1 month in a psychiatric facility; cost Cr1000/month; free to Guild 
members. 

Abhorrent behavior – 3 months in a psychiatric facility; cost Cr1000/month; free to Guild 
members. 

Going postal – the character attacks anyone nearby; 6 months in a psychiatric facility, cost 
Cr1000/month; free to Guild members. 

Complete Insanity – the character is lost to the player.  The duration f treatment is indefinite and 
even a ‘cured’ character will not be of any use for adventuring.  The cost is free to Guild members. 
 


